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Over the past 2 years we have been on an exciting journey where
we have revolutionised our approach to marking and feedback
within school. Gone are the days of meaningless tick and ﬂick.
Our feedback model has been revised to become more
purposeful and impactful in terms of moving our students
forward on their learning journey.
It has been exciting to see each department take a unique
approach towards providing feedback to our students and there
are some examples throughout this newsletter of outstanding
practice which clearly leads to further student attainment from
our literary subjects right through to our creative arts.
Inspired by Joe Kirby’s approach to feedback, we have been able
to move from onerous sets of exercise books towards a more
meaningful approach which increases impact on pupils. Feedback
is now timely, frequent and acted upon across all departments.
As Kirby says, no longer is it a hornet, it is now a butterﬂy.

Prayer

"But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all
pure; then peace-loving, considerate, submissive, full
of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere.”
James 3:17 NIV

Kathryn Alton
Assistant Principal

Trainees and NQTs
CPD:
Inset Days in January 4 and 5th January
Tuesday 12th January Romero Mac- Helen Quinn
Tuesday 26th January Assessment for learning- Garreth Stockton

SEND
Focus: Teacher Feedback
The importance of giving verbal feedback to students with dyslexia
Providing verbal feedback to students with dyslexia reinforces that
their work has been appraised. This can help raise their self-esteem.
When feedback is given, the teacher should consider the following:

2nd February- Local Community-Liam Nagle
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Have a one to one discussion where possible.
Explain procedure.
Have the piece of work available to look at together.
Always give the most positive version, even when a student
has completely misunderstood a task.
Help the student to feel that their efforts are appreciated.
Make the negatives positive.
Avoid using the word ‘but’, e.g. ‘this is really good but…’
Students will remember the ‘but’, not always the positives.
Credit the parts that have been completed successfully.
Try to keep eye contact where possible.
Offer a chance for students to explain to you or correct their
mistakes.
Make sure the learner understands the feedback.

Fiona Oliver
SENCO

This term, The RE Dept has developed a whole class feedback marking
sheet which tries to encourage the most eﬀective teacher and student
feedback whilst at the same time not increasing teacher workload- with
our main aim being to ’work smarter not harder.’
The easily adapted whole class feedback sheet outlines what the student
has done well or key strength, an area of improvement or target which
the student needs to work upon and ﬁnally an action required or
challenge task which the student needs to act upon in the lesson and
complete in green pen. Feedback is scaﬀolded by the teacher.
We have purposefully centered the areas of strength and improvements
around the GCSE marking criteria whereby students need to deﬁne key
terminology, describe key teachings, explain key teachings/beliefs and
evaluate.

Whole Class Feedback
in

Religious
&
Personal
Education

Whole class feedback is given at least once every half term for an
extended piece of written work at KS3/ KS4 and also for mid term and
end of unit assessments. We are now beginning to embed this smarter
approach to feedback into our SoWs at KS3 and KS4- personalising each
feedback sheet to suit mid term assessment points and extended writing
tasks. This is to ensure a consistent approach to marking which caters
for diﬀerent year groups and abilities of pupils.Please see below
examples of the whole class feedback sheet and student responses in
green pen.
We have also decided this term to print the whole class feedback sheet
on light blue paper to easily identify where and when teacher feedback
has been given. This also promotes an inclusivist approach to learning,
enabling all learners to access and respond to the feedback given.

Teacher
Feedback
in

English

As this 9b3 student’s book demonstrates, this was our solution:
●
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●
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In the English Faculty, we have created Teacher Feedback ‘tick-box’ style sheets
which have proved very popular with staff and students alike. These A4 feedback
sheets were first introduced in 2018-19 for the Language GCSE mock exam
marking, based on the mark scheme criteria for each question. They were then
adapted to this current KS3 format in 2020 - 2021, a school year in which we have
found ourselves needing to become innovative in our marking approaches due to
the Covid-19 restrictions regarding the handling of books. As a core subject, we
have daily lessons in both KS3 and KS4; with a 72 hour ‘no touching’ rule, how
were we therefore going to be able to safeguard staff and students, while still
providing regular and meaningful feedback? This was the conundrum we faced in
September.

Clare Montgomery
Head of Faculty
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Students complete assessment pieces on lined paper, which are collected
in a folder at the end of the lesson.
Teacher Feedback sheets are specifically adapted to include the EBI
(Even Better If) marking criteria for that particular literary format; in this
case, a piece of reading-based analysis of their novel, ‘Noughts &
Crosses’.
After the 72 hour quarantine period, teachers diagnostically mark the
assessments; this includes highlighting the green-pen improvement tasks
needed for each EBI criteria on the feedback sheet.
Students are given a band grade based on the mark scheme stuck in
every book, with an ‘a/b/c’ qualifier alongside the band number, delineating
how effectively they are meeting this grade band’s criteria.
Students use the mark scheme to both acknowledge the criteria already
being met and to acquaint themselves with the criteria for the band above,
enabling them to easily understand how to improve / make progress.
The assessment pieces and accompanying feedback sheets are returned
after a further 72 hour quarantine period, when they are stuck in the books
for green-pen improvement; this therefore allows students to continue
normal daily working in the exercise books throughout this one-week
marking process.
These newly-introduced feedback sheets have ensured that teachers
benefit from a speedier - but still meaningful - marking process; students,
meanwhile, benefit from receiving highly detailed and individualised
feedback, which even allows them to set their own ‘Self-improvement
Targets’ for their next piece of work.
But most importantly, staff and students alike are kept as safe as we
can throughout this marking process.
In these uncertain times, we are happy to share what has proved to be a
Covid ‘success strategy’, one that might never have existed had we not
needed to overcome these unusual marking challenges!

Whole Class Feedback
in

Languages

Whole Class Feedback in

Science

A range of
Feedback Strategies
in

PE
and
Health & Social Care

All of the lesson knowledge quiz data is kept on department sheets
along with past paper marks. On our department sheets, each
group's google classroom is hyperlinked for quick access as well
as each student's name to gain a student by student summary of
homework completed.

In PE and Health and Social Care, year 10 Students are currently preparing
for a unit exam in January. In preparation for this students are completing 5
question knowledge quizzes at the start of each lesson which is being green
pen marked by the students when the answers are shown as well as some
being marked by staff.
The students have also completed a
mock exam which has been marked
by subject staff and feedback is
being given by WCF and individual
mark sheets using a calculated
sheets to RAG review each question
RED, AMBER, GREEN, so students
can see the areas from the mock
exam they need to revisit in their
revision.

Peer and Teacher Feedback in D&T
In KS3 D&T students develop their two
dimensional technical drawing skills by creating
orthographic drawings. Year.9 students use peer
and teacher feedback to develop their drawings
and explore the varying views to support their
designs, considering the detail and information
needed for sampling and manufacture.

Teacher Feedback
in

Applied Arts
Teacher Feedback in KS4 Art
Individual feedback is important part of
KS4 Applied Arts. One challenge that we
have faced this term has been balancing the
students home learning and those in class.
To support this we have given all students
the opportunity to receive individual
tutorials to discuss their ideas through
Google Meet and additional resources on
Google Classroom from BBC Bitesize and
Oak National Academy. Students were
instructed to reﬂect on their preferred
artists and techniques before considering
how to move forward. Class or Google Meet
discussions then developed this by giving
students artists and concepts to consider
moving forward.

Whole Class Feedback in Music
Students respond to Whole Class Feedback
in KS3 Music lessons.

Feedback
in

Humanities
After looking
at an
extended
piece of
writing in
History, we
would
assess what
is needed
best in terms
of Whole
Class
Feedback to
improve. We
might first
start by
addressing
knowledge
misconceptio
ns with
targeted
questions.

Some feedback tasks will be more
focused to identify specific skill gaps.
This sheet here is an example of an
‘add the explanation’ task which
encourages students to develop their
understanding of historical significance.
Students are give knowledge
statements and must explain their
significance within the larger study of
the unit.

We would then move to developing the
ability to analyse - a key skill in history.
To move students away from simply
regurgitating knowledge a grid such as
this would be provided. This guides
students to use ‘developing analysis
phrases’. Students can then use this to
rewrite their paragraph.

Feedback in

Computer Science
Feedback in Computer Science is used alongside tracking. Student books contain a combination of teacher and peer feedback
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Comments

Follow up
(date and actions)
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n/a

Y
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y
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Very well presented, includes self
assessment and green pen
feedback

Include assessment grid for the unit
by end of half term
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n

n

y

y

y
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Very well presented, try to include
more self assessment

More assessment opportunities
must be included
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h
eviden
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y
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Not a lot of work in books, make
sure work is caught up if missed
even if completed at home,work
can be stuck in

Tty to utilise more opportunities for
self assessment e.g. feedback on
email message

8aIt3

n/a

n

No
evidence

n

Very
little

Not
enoug
h

some

some

n

n

y

Very little in book, no keywords,
very little evidence of recap
quizzes

Make sure all lessons include a
starter and where applicable an exit
quiz. Tasks from lessons missing make sure all lesson include quiz by
hslf term

8aIt3

n/a
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No
evidence

n

Very
little

Not
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h
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n

n

y

More work required, so
sequencing and consistency can
be observed,

To save time, print worksheets and
get them stuck in after completion,
self assessed rather than copying
text

“The feedback I am given is beneficial for me
to make improvements on my next task or
exam.
I think there is continuity in the feedback from
each of my teachers and across the subjects
and this helps me improve more efficiently”
Caitlin Flinn
Year.13

Teacher Feedback in
History

Teacher Feedback in
Art

A
student view
of
Teacher
Feedback
at

Post 16

Teacher Feedback in
English

